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Abstract
Ant colony based routing algorithms addresses the
adaptation of the collective behaviors observed in natural
ant colonies for routing in wireless sensor network WSNs,
ant swarms usually collectively achieve adaptive, scalable,
and robust optimized paths between the net and the source
of food with little intelligence and capacities at each
individual which is very suitable from WSNs perspective
which are composed of small sensors with limited
capacities and resources in hostile and unpredictable
environment. In this paper, we are going to adapt the
conventional ant routing algorithm for WSNs, by taking
into consideration their traffic pattern and devices’
constraints. The proposed protocol affects the task of route
discovery to the base station which periodically launches
forward ants over the network to discover routes and
inform sensors about its location instead of letting each
sensor doing this task individually which consumes
sensors’ resources and decreases the network lifetime due
to the broadcasting nature of the forward ants. We have
also proposed to execute a handshake during the route
discovery in order to secure links between each sensor and
the base station, the use of the underlying routing requests
for the handshake has considerably saved sensors’ battery
power with a good threshold of security. Simulation results
in last section show that the proposed solution saves
considerably the sensors’ battery power and extend the
system lifetime compared to the original ant routing
algorithm and AODV.

environment and habitat monitoring [4].
Routing in conventional wireless networks stays a
challenging task due to ad hoc paradigm of these networks
as well as the nature of the used medium; nevertheless
routing in WSNs is more difficult due to sensors’
constraints, applications specifications and the nature of
environment which is unpredictable and hostile. In
literature routing in WSNs was treated in several ways and
techniques by adapting the existed conventional routing
protocols for the context and the specificities of this kind of
networks, such as the nature of devices, environment and
applications.
Ant colony routing algorithms are the most promising
protocols for WSNs regarding their criteria which are very
suitable for WSNs, since ants in nature are small insects
with limited capacities and intelligence trying to find and
optimize path between the source of food and the nest,
which is comparable to WSNs usually composed of
constrained tiny sensors equipped with little memory,
limited and non-rechargeable battery, less powered
processors, and small bandwidth links in an unpredictable
and hostile environment [3].

In literature ant routing was developed for conventional
wireless network, having different needs and characteristics
compared to WSNs. Therefore, in this paper we are going
to present and adaptation of ant routing algorithm for
WSNs which take into consideration the traffic pattern of
WSNs usually in the form of many to one, our proposed
algorithm limits the task of route discovery to the base
Keywords: AODV, ARA, OARA, routing, security, WSNs
station instead of doing this by each sensor over the
network which is not efficient and consumes the network
resources. We have also proposed to execute a handshake
1 Introduction
during the route discovery phase destined to establish a
Wireless sensor networks WSNs are composed of hundreds symmetric encrypting key used for encrypting traffic
to thousands of small, low cost, low power and between the base station and sensors over the network.
multifunctional sensor nodes, having the possibility to
sense environment measures like temperature, pressure and
movement to allow environment monitoring [2], due to 2 Routing in Wireless Networks
their flexibility, facility of deployment and their costless
WSNs known several fields of application ranging from Several classifications of routing algorithms in wireless ad
military applications for battlefield surveillance to hoc network exist towards the specificities of wireless
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well as the underlying technology:
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relatively according to a fixed station. Paths between
two nodes are chosen according to the real distance
between the source and the destination computed using
the geographical coordinates of nodes. This kind of
routing can be applied to all the routing algorithms
defined above by adding node position as criterion for
choosing the best route which has the shortest distance
rather than the one having the minimum of hops which
can be very practice for WSNs where the position of
sensors is used for many objectives [1].

1) Proactive protocols: Also called table driven protocols,
this category of routing is inspired from conventional
routing, in which the whole topology of the network is
kept by each node over the network in its routing table.
Node mobility and topology changing are treated by
periodic routing tables exchange or hello messages.
Routes are found immediately however the maintenance
of the routing tables consumes the network resources
due to the overhead imposed by routing table update; 6) Energy efficient routing: these protocols are developed
this category of routing is not practice for WSNs, since
for constrained wireless networks composed of small
the existed memory at each sensor does not support the
and constrained devices such as sensors and handled
increasing number of entries in the routing tables [3].
devices in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), the idea
behind these protocols is to include the aspect of energy
2) Reactive protocols: The shortcoming of proactive routing
in route selection by choosing nodes with more battery
is the increasing size of the routing tables since wireless
power for routing in order to guaranty the continuation
nodes can’t keep the whole topology of the network in
of service under battery power constraints which is the
their routing tables especially in WSNs, the reactive
case in the majority of wireless devices which may save
routing protocols propose to find routes on demand. In
the battery power of nodes and extends the network
the way that, whenever a node needs to establish a route
lifetime[15].
to a given destination it diffuses a route request which is
propagated over the whole network until it arrives to the 7) Quality of service based routing: future WSNs will
destination node which responses by a route reply to
need more bandwidth, especially those network destined
establish the final route between the source and the
for video surveillance, therefore the QoS routing are
destination nodes. This kind of routing is very suitable
developed in order to include the aspect of QoS in
for wireless networks however there is an additional
routing since all the developed routing protocols in
overhead during the route discovery due to flooding used
literature do not consider this aspect. QoS routing uses
for route request broadcasting [3].
the link quality and available nodes’ resources as
parameter for route selection in order to guaranty the
3) Hierarchical routing: Also called hybrid routing, these
needed QoS [1].
protocols try to overcome the shortcoming of reactive
and proactive protocols by using a combination of the 8) Secure routing: regarding the nature of the used medium,
two strategies. The hybrid protocols divide the whole
devices constraint and the nature of the environment of
network into regions or clusters and use a proactive
deployment very often hostile and unpredictable, a
technique inside the cluster and a reactive technique
wireless network is usually exposed to several risks and
outside the cluster, in the way that the network topology
attacks. Therefore developing secured routing is a
is kept for close neighbors and routes to far nodes, are
persistent need to avoid the increasing number of
established using a route request launched by the cluster
attacks. This category of routing tries to implement key
head using a reactive strategy, which minimize
distribution and management to establish encrypting
considerably the overhead of routing [20].
keys used by the network nodes to ensure data
confidentiality and authenticity [12].
4) Swarm intelligence based routing: This category of
routing is recently developed for wireless networks; it is
inspired from insect communities such as ants and honey 3 Routing Challenges and Objectives
bees which very often collectively execute smart actions
with only a little intelligence and capabilities at each As described above WSNs are usually composed of sensors
insect. This aspect is very practice from the wireless ad having reduced computing, radio and battery resources as
hoc networks perspective since each node within an ad well as the ad hoc paradigm of wireless sensor networks
hoc network can be viewed as an ant in a hostile and relying on multi hop to ensure connectivity over the
unpredictable environment with limited capabilities network without any infrastructure or centralized authority
trying to find its way to food or to the nest. Using the any protocol should take into consideration the following
same idea, sensors launch artificial ants to discover all characteristics of a WSN [10,17,21]:
possible routes to the base station, like real ants the 1) Constrained Devices: Due to their size sensors are extremely
artificial ones use artificial pheromone to compute
limited in resources (battery power, computing power,
probability and decide the next hop [7].
storage capacities) which make the development of
applications and protocols for WSNs a challenging task.
5) Geographical routing: This kind of routing is based on
Therefore the developed protocols and services for
the position of nodes; node location can be specified
WSNs must take these constraints during development
geographically using a GPS (global position system) or
by developing efficient and robust security or routing
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protocols which minimizes the number of operations
needed for executing any task.
2) Traffic pattern: as described above a WSN is deployed
in a large region destined to surveillance or remote
controlling where a set of sensors collect environment
measures and send them to a sink node or a base station.
Thus, the traffic pattern is many to one in the way that
all sensors get environment measures and sends them to
the base station. Accordingly, the routing protocol must
take into consideration this pattern of traffic to manage
route establishment and maintenance.
3) High number of sensors: Future WSNs will be composed
of hundreds to thousands of sensors geographically
dispersed in a large area, with limited resources.
Therefore any developed protocol must allow the
network scaling with the same performance for all sizes
of the network.
4) Absence of infrastructure: Although a WSN is composed
of sensor nodes wirelessly linked to each other,
responsible of establishing, maintaining and securing the
connectivity with the base station without any
administrative authority or fixed routers. Thus sensors
collaborate in a distributed fashion to manage the
network security and routing.

A

B

A

B

Figure 1: path shortening in real ants’ colony
same colony which leads to an implicit way of
communication between ants which is used by the whole
colony to organize, optimize and structure their movement
in a large and unpredictable area. Ants are attracted by the
pheromone concentration which always leads to the recent
trail and therefore to the shortest path to food or nest [7].
While looking for food an ant deposits pheromone on
its trail, this pheromone is used by the same ant to find path
to its nest, other ants can also smell pheromone which leads
them to the source of food. Experiment shows that ants
follow the high concentration of pheromone which leads
them to the most recently used paths which leads to shorten
the paths between the source of food and the nest.

The principle of finding the shortest path can be
explained using the case of figure 1. Whenever an ant
arrives to the junction A near the nest for the first time it
chooses one of the two paths, however due to time the
concentration of pheromone in the upper and the lower path
evaporates. However the concentration of pheromone in the
lower path will be more than in the upper path, since ants
going cross the lower path arrive faster to the junction B.
6) Security: usually deployed in hostile environments such Over time each new coming ant to the junction A or B will
as battlefields in addition to the nature of medium which choose the lower path having the higher pheromone
is opened to each one with the adequate hardware and concentration which leads to choose the shortest path.
software, WSNs are subject of many attacks ranging
from simple eavesdropping, denial of service and routing
4.2 Ant Routing Algorithm
attacks to physical attacks. It seems that the security
service must be natively implemented in routing to As devoted in the previous section, ants can find, maintain
guaranty the security of the exchanged data and resist and optimize their trail between the source of food and the
nest using little intelligence and communication capabilities
against attacks.
by each individual in the colony.
5) The nature of environment: Generally, a wireless
sensor networks are intended for remote controlling and
surveillance, deployed in unpredictable and hostile
environment, making them subject of many risks such as
failure and attacks. Therefore, the routing service
continuation after any incidence such as attacks and
environment changing must be guaranteed

From WSNs perspectives, it seems that the
characteristics of such communities are very suitable to
ensure routing, since a WSN is very often composed of
4.1 Ant Colony Heuristics
small sensor nodes with limited capabilities working
An ant colony is composed of millions of ants usually well together to ensure the objectives of the network as well as
organized and structured; individually ants are incapable to the connectivity of the network and the continuity of the
perform structured tasks, however due to their social nature, routing service.
ants can achieve complex tasks such as build and protect
Inspired from real ants the ant routing algorithm ARA
their nest, carry large items, find and optimize routes [8] uses artificial ants and pheromone to discover and
between their nest and the source of food. Communication optimize route from a given source node S to a destination
between ants is based on a chemical substance called node D in a WSN. Generally, ARA uses two kinds of
pheromone. During its movement each ant deposits a artificial ants for route discovery and establishment:
certain amount of pheromone on its trail; this pheromone
helps it to find its way back to the nest. The Pheromone Forward ant (FANT): forward agent is used to discover
deposed on its trail is also detected by other ants within the routes from the source to the destination node. This agent

4 Swarm Intelligence Routing
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2) QoS-aware Ant Routing with Colored Pheromones:
this protocol is proposed for Wireless Mesh Networks,
S3
S
this protocol [9] is an ant-based algorithm that takes the
S9
required Quality of Service (QoS) into account by using
S5
S2
different colors of pheromone for different classes of
FANT
traffic. The different colors are aligned to four traffic
classes which differ in provided bandwidth, delay, and
Figure 2: Forward and backward ants in ARA
jitter. Thus, the algorithm finds network routes providing
a QoS specific to the particular application requirements,
travels over the entire network in order to find all possible
which enables better overall network efficiency for a
route from S to D, similar to the discoverer ants in real ant
system of applications with heterogeneous QoS
colony which go far in the nature in order to find any
requirements.
possible source of food, during her trip over the network
each ant deposit a constant amount of artificial pheromone 3) Link quality based ARA: due some design limitations in
the basic Ant routing algorithm, since it do not gives the
used after by intermediate nodes in order to shorten paths.
necessary consideration to the ad hoc networks
Backward ants (BANT): This kind of ants follows the
characteristics in the process of pheromone update and
same path established by the FANTs in order to establish
route selection. LQARA [11] tries to improve the Ant
the final route from S to D in order to inform S about all the
Routing Algorithm by defining a new mechanism of
possible routes.
pheromone computing based on the link quality. The
link quality between two neighbors can be affected by
During their lifetime the BANT and the FANT modify
many parameters such as distance, battery power and
at each hop the artificial pheromone for each edge over the
mobility, which makes it more promising as a parameter
network by adding a constant amount of pheromone ∆φ at
for route selection. In addition to link quality LQARA
each visit to any intermediate node emulating real ants.
uses the number of connections over the same path as
Consequently, ARA uses a pheromone table in which it
parameter for route selection, in order to choose paths
saves the level of pheromone for each edge. So, each node
with fewer connections (traffic) as route in order to save
has a record in this table for each edge, the pheromone
resources of intermediate nodes over this path by
table is increased by FANT and BANT and accordingly
distributing the network traffic over other nodes and
decreased due to time.
consequently increasing the system lifetime as well as
Using the value of pheromone for each edge, each node
the end to end delay.
computes the probability to use one of these edges for
4) AntNet - Distributed Stigmergetic Control for Communications
routing using the following equation:
Networks: The idea in AntNet is to use two agents for
discovering and establishing routes over the network
  i, j
(forward and backward ants) [18]. These agents collect
j

N

i

information about delay, congestion status and the
i
,
j
pi, j  
(1)
jN i
followed path in the network which are used for route

selection. Forward ants are emitted periodically from
0 j  N i
each node to a randomly selected destination. This
transmission occurs asynchronously and concurrently
pi , j  1
jN i
with the data traffic. As soon as a forward ant arrives at
the destination, a backward ant moves back to the source
node reverse the path taken by the forward ant. The
4.3 Previous Work
backward ants get their information from the forward
ants and use it to achieve routing updates at the nodes.
Since the first use of Ant colony optimization for routing in
Therefore, each node over the network has in its routing
ad hoc networks, several algorithms and adaptations exist
tables the next hop of the path leading to any destination
in literature to adapt this heuristic for wireless networks:
over the network.
1) Position Based Ant Colony Routing Algorithm for Mobile
Ad-hoc Networks: the authors in this algorithm [13] 5) Ant based Self-organized Routing Protocol for Wireless
Sensor Networks: this protocol [6] is an improvement of
combine the idea of ant colony optimization with
ant routing for wireless sensor networks, which is based
geographical coordinate of the wireless nodes. Using a
on delay and energy. The used factors help WSN in
reactive strategy POSANT establish routes only when
improving the overall data throughput; especially in case
there is a collection of data packets need to be sent.
of real time traffic while minimizing the energy
Information about the position of nodes is used as a
consumption. The algorithm is also capable to avoid
heuristic value for finding the next hop over the network.
routing loops. Simulation results given by the authors
POSANT is able to find optimum or nearly optimum
S4





BS
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have proven the efficiency and feasibility of the
proposed enhancement of ARA for WSN.
FANT

4.4 Discussion

S1

S6
BANT

S7
As described above several ant routing algorithm were
S4
proposed for wireless networks, trying to adapt and
S3
improve the strategy of ant colony heuristic for the
BS
BANT
specificities of mobile networks such as devices’
S9
constraints, radio medium as well as the nature of
FANT
S5
environment. However the majority of the proposed
S2
adaptations are useless for wireless sensor networks which
BANT
are characterized by a very constrained devices, limited
Figure 3: Forward and backward ants in OARA
bandwidth and having different needs and traffic pattern
between the base station and each sensor over the network.
compared to the conventional wireless networks.
The FANT is propagated over the entire network and visit
Therefore, any adaptation of ant colony heuristic for each sensor in the network, like real ants at each visit to an
WSN must take into consideration the traffic pattern of intermediate node it increases the local value of pheromone
WSN which is in the form of many to one in order to save with ∆φ.
the network resources and improve the network
In our proposed improvement of ant colony routing we
performance. In the other hands the proposed solution must
propose
to affect the task of sending FANTs to the base
implement a security mechanism in order to resist against
station,
this
FANT is destined to inform sensors over the
attacks which are more frequent in WSN compared to
network
about
the location of the base station, therefore
conventional wireless networks, since a WSN is very often
each
sensor
over
the network learns the path which leads to
part of a hostile environment exposed to numerous attacks
the
base
station
and
rebroadcast the FANT.
such as spoofing, eavesdropping and physical attacks.
In order to avoid routing loops and the network
resources
wasting the FANT is treated once by each sensor
5 Optimized ARA for WSNs
using a unique sequence number affected to each new
In WSNs the traffic pattern is many to one where sensor FANT, therefore each sensor when receives a FANT it
nodes get environment measures and sends them to a sink verifies the sequence number has been already treated or
node or a base station. Therefore, using the conventional not, if the FANT was not treated it is propagated over the
ant routing algorithm to establish routes between each network until it arrives to the edge of the network,
sensor and the base station is not efficient, because sending otherwise it is ignored.
of a FANT by each sensor overheads the network and
consumes sensors’ battery power and decreases the
network lifetime since the FANT is propagated using 5.2 Backward Ant (BANT)
flooding.
In conventional ARA the BANT is sent by the destination
Thus, we propose to affect the task of route discovery node over the reversed path taken by the FANT in order to
to the base station which periodically sends a FANT to all establish the final route between the source and the
sensors over the network in order to inform sensors in the destination node. Like the FANT the BANT modifies the
network about the path to the base station rather than value of pheromone by adding a constant amount of
waiting for the FANT from each sensor which is very pheromone ∆φ at each intermediate node. In optimized
costly regarding the energy and the bandwidth consumed ARA the BANT is sent by each sensor after receiving a
during the FANT propagation, especially when we take FANT coming from the base station after a predefined
delay in order to avoid network congestion. Each
into consideration the increasing number of sensors.
intermediate node decides the next hop for the BANT
In this paradigm of ant routing algorithms we anticipate according to the value of probability computed using
the possibility that each sensor sends a FANT to establish a artificial pheromone using the Equation (1).
route with the base station by launching this operation by
the base station. The period of the FANT is fixed according
to period used by sensors for sending environment 5.3 Route Maintenance
measures to the base station in order to ensure the After the establishment of the final route using the route
availability of routes
discovery mechanism described above, this route is used by
the source and the destination nodes as long as there is no
link failure over this route, however whenever an
5.1 Forward Ant (FANT)
intermediate node loses the connectivity with its next hop
Like the conventional ant colony routing algorithm the due to link failure an error packet is sent to the source node,
forward ant is sent in order to discover all possible routes
the route error packet contains:
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- Error Source Address: The address of the node originating
the Route Error (node has discovered the link failure).
- Error Destination Address: The address of the node to
which the Route Error must be delivered.
This packet is forwarded over the reverse path taken by
data packets by each intermediate node which looks if there
is any alternative route; otherwise the error packet is
forwarded until it arrives to the source node which waits for
the next FANT if there is not an alternative route.
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Security is very important issue in wireless networks, due
to the broadcasting nature of the used medium giving the
possibility to anyone in the neighborhood of the network to
Figure 4: The energy consumption of Route discovery
eavesdrop or modify the exchanged data. Hence, the use of
security scheme is primordial to protect the exchanged data executed by executing the same handshake defined above.
The period of key update is defined according to the
from outsider attackers.
complexity of the used encryption algorithm, the key size
Consequently we propose to execute a handshake and the nature of the environment of deployment.
destined to establish a symmetric encrypting key used to
Using ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) on a
encrypt ordinary traffic exchanged with the base station, we
Berkeley/Crossbow
motes platform Mica2dots [6]
propose to use as support for this handshake the BANT sent
consumes
22,
82
mJ
with
a key size of 160 bits. Therefore,
by sensors to the base station.
for encrypting the symmetric key of 64 or 128 bits the total
In order to make in practice the specifications of our energy is around 22,82mJ.
security scheme over ARA we assume that:
Compared to other schemes in literature [14] it seems
- The base station has a pair of keys (private and public key) that the proposed key distribution scheme is very efficient
used to authenticate the base station by sensors.
due to the exploitation of the underlying routing protocol
- Each sensor is capable to use symmetric and asymmetric for handling the handshake primitives.
encryption.
- Each sensor has the capacity to save at least the public
key of the base station and a session key used for data 6 Analysis of Optimized ARA
encryption.
- Each sensor node gets the public key of the base station
6.1 Energy Consumption
before deployment from an off-line dealer.
The energy cost of any routing protocol is determined by
To establish the encrypting keys between sensor and the
the energy required for the transmission and the reception
base station, each sensor launches the handshake when
of the protocol messages by each sensor such as FANT and
receive the first FANT, by generating a random symmetric
BANT.
key, encrypts this key by the public key of the base station
and sends it included in the BANT.
The total size of FANT and BANT in ARA is around 5
Bytes, using a Berkeley/Crossbow motes platform
We propose to encrypt the symmetric key with the
Mica2dots as platform [13], the transmission of a single
public key of the base station in order to guaranty the
byte of data requires 59,2μJ and 28,6μJ for reception.
security of this key since only the base station has the valid
Therefore the transmission and the reception of a BANT or
private key to decrypt this message which guaranties its
FANT need respectively 296 µJ for transmission and 143
confidentiality, integrity and authenticity.
µJ for reception.
The use of the BANT as support for the handshakes
In order to test scalability of the OARA, we have varied
saves sensors’ battery power, since each sensor need only
the network size from 9 to 100 sensors and we have
to encrypt the symmetric key with the public key of the
measured the energy consumption required for route
base station which is not significant regarding the energy
discovery in AODV [16], conventional ARA and optimized
consumption.
ARA.
After the reception of the BANT by the base station it
Figure 4 gives the energy consumption of the route
saves all the received encrypting keys in a global table used
discovery in three routing algorithms which are AODV,
to identify each sensor and secure communication with that
ARA and OARA, as we can observe ARA give best results
sensor.
compared to AODV regarding the energy consumption due
In order to enforce security, a proactive key update can to route discovery, in the other hands OARA gives best
energy consumption compared to both AODV and ARA.
be launched periodically by sensors; the key update is
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Since OARA exploit the traffic pattern of WSNs for route
discovery, in the way that each sensor always treats and
forwards the same number of FANTs for any size of the
network which is not the case of AODV and ARA in which
the number of FANTs and route requests increases with the
network widening since each sensor launches the route
discovery individually which makes it useless for large
WSNs. This means that OARA scales efficiently with the
network widening due to the mechanism of route discovery
which exploit the traffic pattern of WSNs.
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handshake to share a symmetric encrypting key with the
base station. In the way that each sensor encrypts using the
public key of the base station a random symmetric key and
sends it to the base station included in the BANT. Using the
BANT as support for the handshake has considerably saved
the network resources, since it does not add any overhead
for key establishment. The proposed security scheme
ensures confidentiality, authentication and integrity of data
over the network.
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